STOLEN
A COLLECTION OF ANTIQUE POCKET WATCHES
STOLEN FROM A PROPERTY IN LONDON
IN EARLY 2014
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Tompion, a verge watch with multi-dials by Tompion
contained in a damaged gilt and tortoiseshell veneered
case, inscribed Tompion London on the backplate,
circa 1710

Boucheret, an early verge watch with fuse inscribed on
the backplate Jacob Boucheret a Dieppe, circa 1730

S. Smith & Son, gold watch with Karussel movement and
Class A Kew certificate
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Windmills, a verge watch with mock pendulum in
consular gold case inscribed Windmill, London, 2273
on the backplate, circa 1720

Dent, a pocket chronometer in a gold hunting case by Dent,
no. 58620

Ellicott, a pair-cased quarter repeating watch, signed
on the dial Ellicott, London, circa 1775
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Halhed, pair-cased watch with quarter
repeating movement

Quare & Horseman, gold pair-cased watch
with champlevé dial and verge escapement
by Daniel Quare & S. Horseman, no. 4814,
circa 1705

Breguet no. 1649

Breguet no. 3672 with engine-turned case
and dial

An automata watch by Lampe, London, with figures of Adam and Eve in white on a gilt background,
verge escapement, the case embossed with Oriental and mythological scenes

Julien Le Roy, No 2?37, Paris, quarter-repeating movement in gold
case with a white enamel dial and rim of case inscribed

Lupton, pair-cased watch with early verge
escapement inscribed William Lupton in
Yorke, circa 1660

Reeve, small watch in rock crystal case with verge escapement inscribed on back,
circa 1630

De, St. Leu, pair-cased watch by Daniel de St. Leu, London, the enamel
dial inscribed with the maker’s name and the hands set with seed pearls,
outer case with red and blue enamelling and set with pearls. A fine
quality quarter repeating and striking movement, circa 1765

Earnshaw, an open-faced gold pocket
chronometer by Thomas Earnshaw,
Invt. Et Fecit no. 366 complete with a
mahogany desk watch box

Ellicott, a gold pair-cased cylinder alarm
watch, no. 6983, signed Ellicott, London,
hallmarked London 1774, the white dial
enamelled on gold, the rotating centre with a
coiled serpent to indicate the alarm setting

Breguet no, 1255,
a montre a tact with
a pale blue case

Frodsham, gold tourbuillion watch by
Charles Frodsham, 08928 AD Fmsz,
numbered also on the backplate with the
address 27 South Molton Street, London

ned

J. Everell, a ‘shutter’ watch with verge movement,
no. 194, by J. Everell, May Pole, Strand, in a plain
silver case, the back with a shield of arms and
crest, the repousse silver dial decorated with
floral scroll-work and containing two apertures
revealing blued steel plaques with Everell London
in inlaid gold, the plaques moved by the pendant
to disclose segments of two silver discs separately
engraved with the hours and minutes, circa 1705
e

Breguet no. 3205, quarter repeating with engine-turned case and ruby cylinder

Fromanteel, a wandering-hour watch by
Fromanteel with unusual pierced tulip
pillars, pierced cock and repousse silver dial
decorated with Venus seated in a chariot
drawn by a cherub, in silver pair cases, the
outer case decorated with formal foliate
scrolls, after Pierre Bourdon, circa 1690

If anyone has any information that could lead to the safe return of these items,
please contact the Art & Antiques Unit of New Scotland Yard
on 020 7230 2150 with reference number LSAD 54147

